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Short Talks



General Strategies

1. Preview the answers to the questions to anticipate the topics and
the questions

2. Listen carefully to the first line of the conversation.

3. Draw conclusions about the situations while listening to the
conversations.

4. Follow along the with the answers and try to determine the
correct answer while listening to the conversation

5. Guess even if you are not sure

6. Look ahead at the answers to the questions that follow



Listening Strategies

While ListeningBefore Listening

Anticipate the topics

Anticipate the Questions

Determine the topic

Listen for answers in 
order

Draw conclusions about 
Who, What and Where



Before Listening

Anticipate the topics What is the possible topic of this talk?

Looking for a job on campus



While Listening

Anticipate the questions Guess the possible questions to this options

Where does the conversation probably take place?

How many ……?

How often….?



Part B
Practice Questions



Look at the following questions and try to 
determine the topic and questions

A. She didn't know about the painting exhibit.

B. She wasn't very familiar with the name

"Reynolds Hall."

C. She didn't realize the man was speaking to

her.

D. She wasn't sure where the Art Building was.

A. The main library. 

B. A painting. 

C. A service road. 

D. A metal sculpture.

A. She's a graduate student.

B. She works at the library.

C. She's waiting for the man.

D. She teaches art.

A. Annoyed

B. Apologetic

C. Surprised

D. Cooperative



A

B

C

D

M: Excuse me, I’m trying to find my way to Reynolds Hall.

F: Reynolds Hall? I don’t think I know where that is.

M: I’m looking for an exhibit of graduate student paintings. The 

campus newspaper said it was in Reynolds Hall.

F: Oh, now I know where you mean. Everyone on campus just calls 

that the Art Building

M: So how do I get there?

F: Go straight ahead until you come to the main library. You’ll see 

a walkway leading off to the left. Go that way, then Past the 

Chemistry Building

…

M: Let’s see…to the library, take the walkway to the right…

F: No, to the left.

M: To the left, and past the Chemistry Building

She didn’t know about 
the painting exhibit.

She wasn’t very familiar with 
the name “Reynolds Hall.”

She wasn’t sure where 
the Art Building was.

She didn’t realize the man 

was speaking to her.

Why was the man at first confused 

when the man asked her for 

directions?

Question 1



A

B

C

D

F: Oh, now I know where you mean. Everyone on campus just calls 

that the Art Building

M: So how do I get there?

F: Go straight ahead until you come to the main library. You’ll see 

a walkway leading off to the left. Go that way, then Past the 

Chemistry Building

…

M: Let’s see…to the library, take the walkway to the right…

F: No, to the left.

M: To the left, and past the Chemistry Building

F: That’s right, and then you’ll cross a little road. Walk just a little 

bit farther and there’s the Art Building. You can’t miss it because 

there’s a big abstract metal sculpture right in front of it.

M: I think I’ve got it.

The main library

A painting

A metal 
sculpture

A service road

According to the woman, what is

directly in front of the Art Building?

Question 2



A

B

C

D

…

M: Let’s see…to the library, take the walkway to the right…

F: No, to the left.

M: To the left, and past the Chemistry Building

F: That’s right, and then you’ll cross a little road. Walk just a little 

bit farther and there’s the Art Building. You can’t miss it because 

there’s a big abstract metal sculpture right in front of it.

M: I think I’ve got it.

F: I hope you enjoy the exhibit. Usually the graduate student 

exhibits are very interesting, and I’ve heard this one is especially 

good.

M: Actually, the main reason I’m going is that my sister has a 

couple of paintings in the show. I wanted to look at them.

She’s a graduate 
student.

She works at the 
library.

She teaches art.

She’s waiting for 

the man.

What can be inferred from
the conversation about the
man’s sister?

Question 3



A

B

C

D

…

M: Let’s see…to the library, take the walkway to the right…

F: No, to the left.

M: To the left, and past the Chemistry Building

F: That’s right, and then you’ll cross a little road. Walk just a little 

bit farther and there’s the Art Building. You can’t miss it because 

there’s a big abstract metal sculpture right in front of it.

M: I think I’ve got it.

F: I hope you enjoy the exhibit. Usually the graduate student 

exhibits are very interesting, and I’ve heard this one is especially 

good.

M: Actually, the main reason I’m going is that my sister has a 

couple of paintings in the show. I wanted to look at them.

Annoyed

Apologetic

Cooperative

Surprised

What is the woman’s attitude toward

the man?

Question 4



Part C
Practice Questions



Look at the following questions and try to 
determine the topic and questions

A. Journalism Students

B. Reporters

C. Editorial writers

D. Teachers

A. The International Desk

B. The Circulation Department

C. The Production Department

D. The City Desk

A. Distributing the newspaper

throughout the city.

B. Reporting local news

C. Printing the newspaper

D. Gathering news from

international sources



A

B

C

D

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to the Daily

Gazette Building. As I’m sure you’re aware from your journalism

classes, large newspapers are divided into a number of areas, all

of them important to the success of the overall operation. We’ll

be visiting three important departments today. We’ll begin our

tour with a visit to the Circulation Department, which is

responsible for distributing the paper all over the city. Then we’ll

move to the Editorial Department. In that department, there’s the

City Desk, which is responsible for gathering and reporting local

news. The National Desk and the International Desk are there,

too, and various feature desks. Since you’re probably most

interested in that part of our operation, we’ll be spending most of

our time there, and you’ll have a chance to chat with some of our

reporters. Finally, we’ll visit the Production Department, where

the newspaper is printed. Please step this way.

Journalism 
students.

Reporters.

Teachers.

Editorial writers.

Whom is the speaker 
addressing?

Question 1



A

B

C

D

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to the Daily

Gazette Building. As I’m sure you’re aware from your journalism

classes, large newspapers are divided into a number of areas, all

of them important to the success of the overall operation. We’ll

be visiting three important departments today. We’ll begin our

tour with a visit to the Circulation Department, which is

responsible for distributing the paper all over the city. Then we’ll

move to the Editorial Department. In that department, there’s the

City Desk, which is responsible for gathering and reporting local

news. The National Desk and the International Desk are there,

too, and various feature desks. Since you’re probably most

interested in that part of our operation, we’ll be spending most of

our time there, and you’ll have a chance to chat with some of our

reporters. Finally, we’ll visit the Production Department, where

the newspaper is printed. Please step this way.

The International 
Desk.

The Circulation 
Department. 

The City Desk

The Production 
Department.

Where will the people listening 
to this talk go first?

Question 2



A

B

C

D

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to the

Daily Gazette Building. As I’m sure you’re aware from your

journalism classes, large newspapers are divided into a number

of areas, all of them important to the success of the overall

operation. We’ll be visiting three important departments today.

We’ll begin our tour with a visit to the Circulation Department,

which is responsible for distributing the paper all over the city.

Then we’ll move to the Editorial Department. In that

department, there’s the City Desk, which is responsible for

gathering and reporting local news. The National Desk and the

International Desk are there, too, and various feature desks.

Since you’re probably most interested in that part of our

operation, we’ll be spending most of our time there, and you’ll

have a chance to chat with some of our reporters. Finally, we’ll

visit the Production Department, where the newspaper is

printed. Please step this way.

Distributing the newspaper 

throughout the city.

Reporting local 
news.

Gathering news from 
international courses.

Printing the 
newspaper.

According to the speaker, what type 

of work is done at the City Desk?

Question 3



https://tinyurl.com/
ListPartB

More Practice Questions

https://tinyurl.com/
ListPartC



Thank 
you!


